Before you throw this letter in the trash, realize this simple flyer is responsible for making me over $100,000 in the first 7 months of starting this program. No, I don’t expect you to believe me...after all the world is full of skeptics, but has being skeptical ever solved your money problems? Of course not!! You will get my phone number very soon to confirm that this has really happened and I’m not blowing smoke!! Unlike probably 95% of other programs you’ve been in, or junk floating around in your mailbox, this system is 100% monitored and cheat proof. You can get real results without the headaches, hassles, and hype of a traditional opportunity. I should know, I’ve been working from home for about the last 26 years, and seen just about everything under the sun that promises the moon and delivers nothing!!

No monthly fees, No talking to anyone, and No computer needed. www.easypaydayprofits.com

The worst thing you can do is throw this flyer away and prejudge without getting all the facts.

CYCLING ONCE PER DAY IN ALL 4 PHASES BELOW IS $6,800 PER DAY AND OVER 2.4 MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR. HOW MUCH OF THAT DO YOU WANT? MAIL 20 FLYERS DAILY AND WATCH WHAT HAPPENS!!

MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THIS FLYER IN FRONT OF YOU WHEN CALLING THE NUMBER BELOW TO UNDERSTAND THE DIAGRAM AT THE BOTTOM AND THE MESSAGE ON THIS LIFE CHANGING CALL!!

All we do to deliver boatloads of 100 dollar bills to member’s mailboxes is to send people to the phone number below once they have received this flyer. You’ve opened the envelope this flyer came in, so you’re halfway there!! Now all you have to do is be open minded enough to take a few minutes to listen to the call below. So what’s it going to be? Are you going to throw this one in a lifetime opportunity in the trash before listening to the call below, or will you be open minded enough to call and see how we can send an endless supply of 100 dollar bills to your mailbox that other programs have failed to do?

THAT’S WHAT I THOUGHT!! -- YOU’RE ONE OF THE SMART ONES!! -- SEE YOU ON THE CALL!!

CALL NOW >>>>>> 720-721-4057 You’ll be glad you did!!

4 PHASES OF NON-STOP 100 DOLLAR BILLS!!

PHASE 1

YOU ARE HERE =====> 1

2. 3.

Pay Line # 1 =====> $150 4.(100) 5.(100) 6.(100) 7.(100) Phase 1 = $400
Pay Line #2 =====> $250 4.(200) 5.(200) 6.(200) 7.(200) Phase 2 = $800
Pay Line #3 =====> $450 4.(400) 5.(400) 6.(400) 7.(400) Phase 3 = $1600
Pay Line #4 =====> $1050 4.(1000) 5.(1000) 6.(1000) 7.(1000) Phase 4 = $4000

Fill out your information below, wrap this flyer around your cash and send everything by Priority Mail to: TPL P.O. Box 622 Auburn, IN 46706 (The call above explains how to join) SEND CASH ONLY!!

Full Name _______________________________ Email _______________________________
Mailing Address _______________________________
City __________________________ State __________________ Zip Code ____________
Phone Number ___________________________ Must have a working phone number to join ID# 1605